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About This Game

Emily is back with all new scares in Emily Wants to Play Too.

Much larger than the original

New characters

New games

Linear and timed sections

No gore or violence

Survival horror with stealth and strategy

It's about 7pm on Friday and you are headed to your next delivery destination. You work for Timmy Thom's Fast Sandwiches
and tonight your job is to deliver sandwiches from 4pm to 11pm. Your next stop is an interesting location. It is some sort of

crime research facility where evidence from crime scenes around town is processed and stored.

What you didn’t know, was that three very strange dolls were recently brought there for processing and storage. These dolls
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aren’t ordinary; they have a mind of their own. Your night is about to take a turn for the worse, and it will be one of the strangest
and scariest nights of your life.

Emily Wants to Play Too is a survival horror game with stealth and strategy elements about a sandwich delivery guy that gets
locked inside an evidence processing and storage office building by living dolls. The dolls have "work" to do here and are

gathering new friends. They didn’t expect you to show up, so don’t get in their way. Throughout the night you will be looking for
an exit out of the office. At some point, Emily will join in on the fun, along with the dolls’ new “friends”. You better play their

games or else! Learn what you have to do and be on the lookout for a way to escape.
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Title: Emily Wants to Play Too
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Shawn Hitchcock
Publisher:
SKH Apps
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10

Processor: i5 or AMD equivalent

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 770 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Yeah probably so

Additional Notes: Add some awesome headphones and a dark room if you dare! :)

English
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i like this game<3. What I like about this game is the cinematics, it reminds of of Torchlight II. Now the game have a lot of
clicking and the game really requires you to observe the environments. The collection room is a nice addition to the game.. Not
much of a content in this game.
Clumsy repeative gameplay.
Cheap unity game.. Finnish mythology is driving the story in this bullet hell SHMUP. The soundtrack sports black metal, polka
and folk music. Japanese bullet hell tropes fill in the gaps. The characters are as doujin as it gets. The gameplay is well tuned,
refined and pretty much with no skill ceiling. Terra Feminarum isn't easy, even for its genre's standards. There's no Novice
option and even Normal is manic right off the bet. The story mode sort of doubles as training wheels. You tackle one chapter at
the time and will receive persistent perks for doing so. This allows the player to build up his\/her favorite character, everything
becomes a bit more manageable and stays fun. Gained skills can be applied in arcade mode and are dearly needed: no continues,
perks need to be re-earned with each run, 1CC or bust.. Gameplay: 7\/10
Graphics: 6\/10
Sound: 7\/10
Story: 9\/10
Replay\/Value: 6\/10

Overall: 7\/10
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its kinda good but i want it to be compatible with scania s and r.. What I liked best about Torn was exploring the mansion and
the attention to detail in building it out. I spent almost an hour just on the first floor examing every object and playing with the
physics. I agree that the story didn't live up to its potential and that the puzzles were simplistic and repetitive, but I still
recommend this game just for the beautiful and immersive world Torn creates.. The Ultimate Screensaver Simulator

5/10

Worth The Price?: For how short and unmemorable this game is, BUY ON SALE!

PROS:
-Excellent visuals
-Nice and clean sound effects
-Captures moods and uniqueness of different tapes well

CONS:
-What was the story? Is there even a story?
-Repetative gameplay to the point of being annoying
-Backtracking
-No challenge

This is barely a game, it very much feels like the designers just wanted a way to show off their cool visuals and this is what they
came up with. If they took a different approach to this game and changed its cryptic story(?) and the variation of puzzles, it
could be a very interesting and memorable game. If you enjoy looking at surreal visuals and doing the same tasks throughout a
game, this is for you! If you are looking for a unique puzzle experience with an eye opening story and brain candy, miss this
one. If you played this game while high it would probably be highly enjoyable, might be worth investigating.
reminisced about Windows 95 screensavers & Windows Media Player visuals, and that is the best thing about this game.. Superb
puzzle game with clunky back story. Slide the blocks, open things, close things, reach the target. Starts easy, ends impossible..
So far what do i think of this game i think its an improvement in every way so i giive this game a go happy with it so far on
record this is what i think is good
-graphics-sounds-dirttracks- dust,tiresmoke-car models-tracks-thecontrol of cars
im sure theirs more positive stuff of the game but those are the main ones that i can think of that have been improved im very
very happy with my purchase im sure it has couple bugs here and their but i think those can be cleaned up over all thumbs up
dnt let me down tho keep on improving it and i bet you guys with have a decent comunity i dnt mean improving it releasing
DLC's we have to buy i mean improve the game lisent to the comunity free updates count too. again great game loving it.. Such
a fun game. Improve your marketing Demimonde/Squeenix.. As soon as I started playing this game I realized it wasnt going to
be a game for me. Feels like it belongs in the early 1990's. No run, just sneak and hide. Choppy movements. Quick install &
quick uninstall.. I like where this is going so far, for how recent it has come out I feel that it has done a good job so far. There
are so issue yes, but I'm sure the devs are hard at work fixing that.

As far as gameplay goes, it's playable if a bit clunky, that I feel should be polished up first, other wise it's a great start to what
could be an incredible game.. Please note this is an early access game still in development.

Next Up Hero is a 2D top-down twin stick shooter game with RPG elements. Players choose from a roster of heroes who they
then fight their way through “ventures” with.

These ventures are essentially dungeons that the player must survive as long as they can in. With each level they ascend to the
rewards increase, with the final level consisting of a boss. However, smaller bosses can be encountered at random too or you can
pay a small amount for one to spawn.

Ventures can also be customized to your liking too, giving you the option of the length, location etc and can be played by other
players too. You can also play other people’s levels too, and should you come upon them, summon their “echo” to help in
combat, a must on later levels so you have some form of bait. Your own echo can be summoned by other players too if they
attempt your own ventures.

Surprisingly the game is quite challenging, in the time I have put in thus far I have yet to see any way to regenerate health
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between levels. Later levels, specifically the 5 star ones, can be brutal. There was one enemy in particular that would stunlock
the hell out of me and kill me with ease, killing a run quicker than the mainstream media kills a good meme. One boss was so
big and slow that every encounter with them consisted of me running around and smacking them, taking no damage at all.

Next Up Hero does have a story but its really only told via cut scenes that activate each time you level up, within an hour I was
at 25% story completion according to the statistics. So, clearly the story is not really the main focus here, given how spaced out
it is and that its simple text-filled cutscenes, but at least there’s a story.

Combat wise, the game has some light RPG elements, like the ability to summon ancients for temporary buffs, different
characters with different classes to try, and abilities you unlock by defeating a certain amount of the enemies that use them, with
several levels for each one.

A few things to point out before I wrap this up:

The good:

  Game runs in border-less from the get go, how is it not every game does this?
  Much more challenging than I expected going in
  Love the bright and vibrant colours as well as the art style, but not a fan of the chibi look the characters have
  The music is rather nice too

The bad:

  Summoned echoes can get stuck in an animation loop until you enter combat again
  Fair bit of stutter in certain areas
  If you do click out of the game and back in again, the menu selection freaks out and will not show you what you are currently
selecting, however this is easily fixed by backing out
  The game seemed to think I was on keyboard despite being controller, and so would constantly switch between which prompt
layout to display

Overall though, Next Up Hero is a pretty decent game that’s rather fun in short bursts and well worth buying and the issues I’ve
had with the game will likely be fixed throughout development.

You can currently buy Next Up Hero from the Humble Store for 15% off for £14.44 (€16,99 / $16.99).
Please note the key for this game was provided via the Humble Affiliate Program.

Review originally posted at: https://gamefold.co.uk/next-up-hero-review/
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